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Member Profile
Member Profile: Hi Tech Packaging and EZ Store & Ship
Founded: 1984
Location: Garnerville, NY
Product and service: Manufacturer of poly sleeve labels and storage, inventory and shipping
services.
Website: www.hi-techpackaging.com

Hi-Tech Packaging and EZ Store & Ship are two rather different companies under
one roof and are an excellent example of using resources to the fullest. Hi-Tech
Packaging was started in 1984 by three partners as a poly sleeve label manufacturer. EZ Store & Ship was conceived only about a year ago when one of the partners suggested that the company utilize their abundant warehouse space and daily
shipments as an additional revenue source. EZ Store & Ship will stockpile and
inventory goods for a customer company and arrange shipments of the merchandise as needed.
Hi –Tech Packaging produces polyethylene sleeve labels which can be applied to
products manually or with automatic machinery. These sleeves are recyclable and
fit snuggly on the product without the use of heat to shrink it or chemical glues to
adhere it. Hi – Tech Packaging prides itself on superior customer service and has a
design and engineering department that will work with companies to provide a
label that meets their needs. The sleeves can fit a wide variety of products and can
be printed in up to ten colors adding what Hi-Tech Packaging calls “Buy Me
Power” to a company’s product. These labels are able to stand up to liquids, shipping and adverse conditions far better than paper labels can and are compact, taking up less space than a decorated container does.

Just a small sampling of the various
labels Hi– Tech
Packaging produces.

Hi –Tech Packaging’s warehouse in Garnerville, NY was once a textile plant and has more space then
the company currently needs. Add to this abundance of space, the fact that Hi-Tech is shipping poly
sleeves to customers across the country daily and viola, EZ Store & Ship.
Companies that are in need of warehouse space can contract EZ Store & Ship to house their products,
keep track of inventory and pull and ship deliveries. EZ Store & Ship is flexible and can even meet
some fulfillment needs. Companies that utilize this service are able to free up space in their own
buildings as well as decrease or eliminate their inventory and shipping department.
Both EZ Store & Ship and Hi-Tech Packaging make every effort to provide their customer with great
service. They are flexible and willing to go that extra mile.
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